Steve Rogers’ reality has been secretly rewritten by Kobik, a sentient Cosmic Cube acting under the
influence of the Red Skull. In Steve’s new history, a Hydra agent named Elisa Sinclair enrolled Steve in a
school where he was trained to believe in Hydra’s ideals--and befriended a young Helmut Zemo. Later, Steve
would return to the U.S. to become the first Super-Soldier and Hydra’s ultimate spy, but he remained close
friends with Helmut despite the distance--until Steve’s ally Bucky killed Helmut’s father, Heinrich Zemo.
In the present, Steve has won Zemo back, but Captain Marvel remains a thorn in his side. Steve is luring
a massive horde of Chitauri invaders to Earth as part of his plan to increase Hydra’s power, but Captain
Marvel is nearly ready to implement a planetary defense shield that would keep them out. And elsewhere,
Elisa Sinclair has mysteriously resurfaced…as Madame Hydra.
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1944.
it is a wondrous
thing to see your
dreams realized.
and
you were
always
my most
cherished
dream,
dear
child.
to see
that scared
little boy
grow into
a man--

--one who
embodies
strength and
conviction
to his
very core…

…that fills
my heart
with pride.

but time
and distance
are strange
things--

--and they have
a way of keeping
us from what
we love.

oh my-I don’t
believe
it…

steven!
it’s
really
you!

have
you come
to kill me,
then?

…steven?

elisa?

oh, how I have
missed you,
my sweet boy.
but I know--

--soon,
we will be
reunited.

so...I am
still not entirely
clear on what
this gig is.

NOW.
EGYPT.
yeah, black
ant’s right-nice to be
out of the
taser wire
and all, but
I got no
clue what
the hell’s
going
on.

I told you, gentlemen. the price
for interfering with hydra’s plans
is usually death, but I find myself
strangely impressed by you. how
such simpletons could, through
sheer ambition and accident,
stumble their way to the
world’s greatest
secret.
inspiring,
really. so instead of
killing you, I have a
job in mind.

you are
to serve as my
personal guards.
and in that
--you
capacity-will follow
me to the
ends of the
earth.

hm. and now
that we’re here,
what’s to stop us
from just guttin’
you and leaving
you down here,
honey?
well,
for
one--

--a
healthy sense of
self-preservation,
I’d imagine.

@#!$!

gah! this
is worse than
that time I got
bedbugs! and
the second
time I got
bedbugs!

oh, I get
it--it’s like a
puzzle--a slimy,
creepy, wormy
puzzle.
s’gross.

d ea th to
tr espa s s er s

{sniff
sniff}

hello,
pretty
monster.

my
hive.

I
offer you
violence.

